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We all want a greater focus on the long term

Focusing on the long term is a key goal for 
PR24

• We must meet ambitious long-term objectives while 
ensuring customers can pay their bills

• Adaptive planning has a key role to play in identifying 
when and what investment is needed
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We want long-term delivery strategies to be meaningful

The higher the quality of 
the strategy, the better we 
can take it into account

• Adaptive planning can improve 
decisions made at PR24

• We’ll work with companies to 
guide the development of 
strategies and clarify our 
guidance

• We then expect to assess their 
quality at PR24
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We want to see adaptive thinking across the business

Strategies should bring 
together all areas into 
an adaptive whole

• Work is ongoing to develop 
the strategic planning 
frameworks

• Beyond these, other 
activities should feature in 
the long-term delivery 
strategy

• There are great 
opportunities to identify 
long-term synergies and 
efficiencies



Final guidance on long-term delivery 
strategies at PR24

George Miller, Senior Associate, PR24
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Adapting for the future

Adaptive planning helps to drive choices about the right activities at the 
right time

Some key activities will be needed regardless of circumstances: core pathway

Others will be the best option under certain scenarios: alternative pathway

Together, the pathways will achieve the company’s long-term ambition – but 
which pathways are followed depends on what scenarios come to pass
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Bringing it all together

The strategy should 
represent a holistic 
long-term view across 
water and wastewater

WRMP ‘most likely’ 
pathway presented as 
an alternative pathway

Supported by narrative 
on base and 
enhancement activities
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Scenario testing

Climate change

Demand

Abstraction reductions

Technology

The common reference 
scenarios help ensure 
strategies consider a wide 
range of uncertainties around 
key factors

The reference scenarios are a 
starting point for scenario 
testing, alongside wider 
scenarios at company 
discretion

Scenarios should be plausible. 
Combining the reference 
scenarios risks a very low 
probability scenarioCompany-specific and local 

scenarios
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Common reference scenarios: abstraction reductions

High 
In England, align with the Environment 
Agency’s ‘enhanced’ scenario

Not required in Wales

Low 
Currently known legal requirements 
for abstraction reductions

Approach being taken at regional level:
• In short term, confirmed legally required reductions – WINEP and licence 

capping
• In long term, amend BAU+ where there’s significant uncertainty around 

future reductions, to reflect ‘plausible extreme low’ principle



Adaptive culture and 
assurance

Prof Martin Hurst  Sustainability First



Culture/mindset

• Should not purely be a regulatory exercise – long term strategy is 
something companies should be doing for themselves and those they 
serve, not just for Ofwat. Key part of corporate narrative.

• A number of parts of the business should be thinking with long 
term/adaptive mindset. 

• Will present opportunity to join up across business – notably for 
WASCs between water resources and waste water and with IT/digital 
leads. 

• Notions of tipping points, decision trees etc. may need some internal 
education



Assurance

• Ofwat have asked for board assurance.

• Recommend you engage your board or committee in design of long term 
strategies: do not present them with fully worked up plan at last minute. As 
a chair myself, I know NEDs input best (and are easiest to corral) where the 
time has been taken to get them up to speed early: remember they do not 
engage constantly with the business and wont know all the background.

• Board assurance should not be confined to the (probably consultant 
informed) adaptive plan (see Ofwat guidance, but also points above about 
the plan being more than simply a regulatory exercise).

• Most owners will instinctively have long term in their mind set (e.g pension 
funds, infrastructure funds) 

• This is quite new, so think about red team/critical friend exercises



Engagement/co-invention

• Strongly recommend you involve customer groups and wider 
stakeholders early on

• Opportunity to present a joined up plan, cutting through WRMP, 
DWMP, regional groups, drought plan, Rapid, Winep etc.  

• Decision trees may be useful both as an internal tool and as a 
presentation tool outside

• Think about future generational stakeholders and approach (e.g. 
‘bequest motive’ in wtp)

• Will need company geography specific input. May well be helpful to 
exemplify with case studies [what does this mean for community A] 

• KISS – good discipline



Personal tips

Think about 

• Sequencing: identify low regrets etc early if possible, build in 
flexibility

• pathways to smart systems 

• building evidential base, including future monitoring needs 

• role for ‘production scale pilots’ and sector wide trials

• interactions with and learning from other sectors – e.g. telecoms, 
energy

• may be role for case for programme of systems improvement rather 
than simply individual projects  



Other thinking

• Green book supplementary guidance ‘adapting to climate change’

• Thames barrage and EA floods guidance more widely

• Office for Environmental Protection first report – a lot on tipping 
points, including in the natural/aquatic/marine environments

• Climate change adaptation committee/third climate change risk 
assessment

• Defra’s strategic policy statement – adaptive planning is not ‘Ofwat 
gimmick’; its strongly encouraged by Defra

• Welsh guidance (and forthcoming Welsh SPS)



Next steps on long-term delivery 
strategies

George Miller, Senior Associate, PR24
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Future engagement on long-term delivery strategies

Written query process

We’ll answer any questions you have on our final guidance

Deadline for submission is 7th June – but we’d welcome earlier submissions

Up to five queries per company or stakeholder, to PR24@ofwat.gov.uk

We’ll aim to publish our answers in July 

Early feedback process

We’ll provide high-level feedback on how strategies are being developed

Feedback would focus on alignment with our final guidance, e.g. adaptive 
planning and scenario testing

The process would be voluntary and any individual feedback wouldn’t be 
published

We’re keen for views on how best to do this:
• Do you think this would be helpful?
• Would using meetings/presentations work best?
• Most useful timescales?



Supporting slides
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Inputs and outputs of a long-term delivery strategy
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Structure of a long-term delivery strategy
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Expectations for scenario testing
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Technology reference scenarios

Faster 
Most relevant to water resources:
• Smart water supply network by 2035
• Full smart meter penetration by 2035
• Open data across water and other 

sectors by 2035
• Low-carbon construction materials more 

cost-effective than traditional materials 
by 2035

Slower 
Most relevant to water resources:
• Smart water supply network by 2040
• Full smart meter penetration by 2045
• Limited progress on open data
• Conventional construction materials 

remain cheaper

The scenarios are not targets – they describe plausible futures where full adoption 
and operationalisation of technologies become cost-beneficial by different dates.

The aim is for strategies to be robust to future developments, for example by keeping 
options open to take advantage of technological advances later on

But at the same time, they shouldn’t simply rely on future technologies to meet long-
term objectives
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Demand reference scenarios

High 
Higher of the growth forecasts below

No change in regulations and product 
standards

Low 
Lower of the growth forecasts below

Introduction of product labelling, 
tighter building and water supply 
fitting regulations, as set out in 
Artesia/Water UK study, 2019

Growth forecasts
1) forecasts from local plans, as specified in the water resources planning 

guideline
2) forecasts from ONS projections

The scenarios should reflect a range of uncertainty. Therefore, we expect 
companies to use a central ONS projection. Companies may consider testing 
against variants in addition, but this is not mandatory.  


